T&D have been trading for over 30 years and our staff are dedicated to meeting our customer’s varying needs and when necessary, providing comprehensive solution based options as we look to exceed our customer’s expectations.

T&D distribute an extensive range of industry leading HVAC and building services products to service major M & E contractors and projects throughout the UK and global markets.

**Contact Our Staff Directly**

**Terry McDonald**  
UK Sales Manager  
DD: 0191 492 9866

**Adam Rowe**  
Sales Engineer  
DD: 0191 492 9867

**Anthony Mitchinson**  
Sales Engineer  
DD: 0191 492 9869
HVAC & Building Services Leading Brands
Heat / Energy Meters
T&D stock MID Class 2 approved heat meters that comply to the Renewable Heat Incentive scheme from stock. Manufacturers supplied include, AXIOMA, Itron, Kamstrup and Sensus.

T&D are pleased to offer a wide range of Mechanical, Electro-Magnetic and Ultrasonic meters from market leading manufacturers Elster, Sensus, Itron, Actaris and Micronics.

T&D can supply a range gas meters for safe and hazardous areas from a wide range of manufacturers.

We can provide a range of products to prevent, detect and contain leaks.

At T&D we offer a range of no touch, water saving, anti-ligature taps, showers and urinal control from stock.

T&D offer a range of valves for fluid control and automatic water shut off.

T&D distribute products for water, energy and pollution applications which meet BREEAM criteria.
Thorne & Derrick offer a wide range of portable and fixed gas detection equipment to protect plant and personnel. Gas Detection Equipment

Thorne & Derrick have a wide range of thermostatic mixing valves and can provide next day deliveries from stock. Thermostatic Mixing Valves

Thorne & Derrick have a wide range of Air and Space Heaters, Air Curtains and Immersion heaters for water and oil applications. Air Heaters & Immersion Heaters

Thorne & Derrick have a range of portable and fixed measurement equipment for HVAC applications. Temperature & Humidity Measurement

Thorne & Derrick can supply a wide range of spill kits, pallets, bunds and storage containers for hazardous areas. Storage and Spill Containment

Thorne & Derrick can offer a range of stainless steel pressure gauge instruments which are designed for accuracy and durability. Pressure Gauges

Thorne & Derrick Blog - All The Latest Blogs From T&D

Visit www.heatingandprocess.com or call +44 (0) 191 410 4292 for more information.

Thorne & Derrick LinkedIn Discussion Group

Network - Engage - Promote
Global Supply, Stock & Service:
100,000+ Products, 100+ Manufacturers. If we do not stock it, we can source it.

The Industries We Supply

Solar, Wind, Oil & Gas, Petrochemical, Power, Rail, Mining, Construction